CYLINDER WALL BRACKETS

Single Cylinder Wall Bracket
Model IG-AWBA1
Nylon strap with buckle allows for fast adjustment. Recessed mounting holes are located in each end of the bracket for mounting to a wall or any vertical surface.
- Cast aluminum
- Supports cylinders up to 14" OD
- 1" wide x 54" long nylon strap has a nickel-plated steel, non-slip spring catch

Single Cylinder Wall Bracket with Safety Chain
Model IG-AWBA1C
Similar to our Model IG-AWBA1 but also includes a sturdy safety chain for added security in case of fire.

2-Cylinder and 3-Cylinder Wall Brackets
Models IG-AWBS2 and IG-AWBS3
Fitted with steel reinforced polyethylene edge guards, these brackets will safely support cylinders up to 12" OD. Each includes straps with nickel-plated steel, non-slip spring catches and buckles for fast adjustment.
- Heavy 11 gauge HR steel
- Finished in chemical-resistant epoxy
- Support cylinders up to 12" OD
- 1.5" wide by 40" long polypropylene straps